About us
Adam Nelson is a law firm with an international outlook located at the centre of the
U.K.’s legal and financial hub in London city. Our lawyers and advisers are recognised
leaders in their practice areas – their knowledge and expertise helps us to provide a unique,
client centred approach to law. Whether you are an overseas property investor, an
international business starting up in the U.K., an established business or an individual facing
a legal dispute, you can trust our partners in order to receive sound, efficient and cuttingedge legal advice.
In additional, if you are involved in a dispute in Italy, we have a readily assembled
team on the ground prepared to act promptly and decisively. To find out more about each of
our founding partners, follow the individual profile links below LINK BELOW.
Our team is composed by multilingual solicitors, avvocati accreditati in Italy and
authorised by the SRA to practice in UK as REL ( registered European Union), chartered
accountants qualified both in Italy and UK and a broad range of trusted business consultants
and external freelancers that can provide legal expertise in different practices.
Our team enables the firm to have an international outlook and an enviable capacity
to represent clients internationally.And the broad range of trusted external freelancers that
can provide legal expertise in different practices.With our international outlook, specialist
legal skills and industry expertise, we can help you avoid this by providing accurate and
prompt advice at every stage
Our goal is to provide you with high-quality legal advice that will enable you to make
an informed decision. We will provide you with a balanced assessment of your legal position,
guide you safely through new challenges, and help you navigate complex regulatory and
compliance hurdles.

Practice Areas
Today’s businesses require diverse and sophisticated legal services. Their needs can
touch on every aspect of the law – from mergers and acquisitions to product liability, from
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intellectual property to real estate. Adam Nelson is a client-focused business law firm that
provides broad-based experience with a small firm feel. We offer a complete range of legal
services to our local, state, national, and multi-national clients and are committed to provide
the services and counsel needed for these clients to accomplish their business objectives.
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